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Intergovernmental and Administration Committee Date: February 22, 2012 

 
To: Intergovernmental and Administration Committee  

 
From: Simon Cumming, Division Manager, External Outreach and 

Intergovernmental Relations, Corporate Relations Department 
 
Joanne Gauci/Denise Philippe, Policy Advisors, External Outreach and 
intergovernmental Relations, Corporate Relations Department  
 

Date: January 30, 2012 
 

Subject: Future of the Region Sustainability Dialogues and Post-Dialogue 
Forum: Energy Resiliency – Meeting the Challenge  

 
Recommendation: 
That the Board: 

a) forward the January 30, 2012 report titled “Future of the Region Sustainability 

Dialogues and Post-Dialogue Forum: Energy Resiliency – Meeting the Challenge” to 

member municipalities and other related agencies for their information and comment; 
and 

b) refer the January 30, 2012 report titled “Future of the Region Sustainability Dialogues 

and Post-Dialogue Forum: Energy Resiliency – Meeting the Challenge” to the 

Regional Administrative Advisory Committee requesting a report back assessing the 
municipal and collaborative actions outlined in the section titled “Areas for Action and 

Collaboration”.   
 

1. PURPOSE 
 

To provide an update to the Intergovernmental and Administration Committee on the four 
Future of the Region Sustainability Dialogues and one Post-Dialogue Forum held throughout 
the region in October/November 2011, on the topic of Energy Resiliency – Meeting the 
Challenge.  
 
2. CONTEXT 
 
Metro Vancouver’s Future of the Region Sustainability Dialogues, hosted in collaboration 
with local Chambers of Commerce and Boards of Trade, are high-profile discussions 
intended to help decision makers shape the future of the region by presenting a range of 
views to stimulate fresh thought on regional issues.     
The post-dialogue forums aim to move from dialogue to action by convening a small group of 
dialogue participants, subject matter experts and relevant Metro Vancouver staff and 
Directors to reflect on the outcomes of the dialogues and identify action areas for the 
consideration of the Metro Vancouver Board and other community organizations.  
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ENERGY RESILIENCY DIALOGUES 
 
In October and November of 2011, Metro Vancouver hosted a dialogue series on the topic of 
energy resiliency, where dialogue participants were presented with the following scenario:  
 
Within the context of peak oil, climate change, and unpredictable energy prices, the world is 
rethinking the supply and use of energy. Securing a diversified energy supply, reducing 
dependence on fossil fuels, and managing energy demand can each help build resiliency. 
But what strategies and alternative energy solutions hold the most promise for developing a 
more resilient system? What innovative actions are currently being taken to help shape a 
more sustainable energy future? What is the role for policy makers, investors, government 
bodies, academia and the private sector? 
 
Dialogues were hosted by Metro Vancouver on the North Shore (District of North Vancouver 
- October 25), Central Northeast (Coquitlam - October 27), South of the Fraser (Surrey - 
November 1) and Vancouver (November 3), followed by a post-dialogue forum (November 
22).  Fourteen subject matter experts were engaged as panelists in this series, and were 
specifically selected so that a wide range of perspectives could be presented.  Approximately 
250 people participated in the dialogues, reflecting a cross-section of key stakeholders and 
community interests.  Audience reach was further enhanced by an airing of the dialogues as 
a special feature of Metro Vancouver’s television program, The Sustainable Region, airing on 
Shaw Television.  A summary of the dialogues can be found in Attachment 1.  A 
comprehensive transcript of each dialogue (i.e., the Issues Summary Notes) is available on 
the Metro Vancouver website. 
 
KEY DIALOGUE THEMES  

 
A focus for this dialogue series was to identify innovative projects already under way in the 
region that could provide practical and successful strategies for shaping a more sustainable 
energy future.  Each dialogue highlighted new and different approaches currently being 
adopted; for example, local governments discussed projects in district energy and green 
building development; Sustainable Development Technology Canada and private sector 
representatives shed light on pilot projects facilitating the adoption of new technologies and 
alternative energy systems; and others on the panels and in the audience spoke to initiatives 
that were addressing energy efficiency, mobility and other demand-side management 
aspects.   
 
Discussions shifted slightly from dialogue to dialogue in response to the concerns of each 
sub-region and the composition of the panel, but common challenges/barriers and areas for 
action and collaboration also emerged.  
 
Barriers  
 
The dialogues helped develop a better understanding of the complex and interconnected 
barriers to building an energy resilient region.  Participants and panelists alike pointed to the 
lack of appropriate policy support, investment and pricing to support alternative energy 
systems, energy efficiency retrofits and the implementation of broader demand-side 
management strategies.  The significant capital investments associated with pilot projects 
and new technologies, and some stakeholder’s low tolerance for risk, were also seen to be 
hampering innovation.  
A limited interest in maximizing waste heat as an energy source was raised as a challenge 
as was the prevalence of energy intensive land-use and transportation models.  Participants 
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generally agreed that high density developments that fall short of meeting energy and 
livability requirements are perpetuating negative perceptions of compact, high density living.  
Also discussed was the lack of understanding regarding alternative energy solutions, the co-
benefits of integrated energy solutions and, more broadly, the need for wider engagement of 
different audiences on future energy scenarios.   
 
Areas for Action and Collaboration 
 
The dialogues generated ideas for action and collaboration in three broad areas: alternative 
energy systems, land use and the built environment, and transportation models and 
practices. 
 
Alternative Energy Systems  

Suggestions ranged across a number of levels of intervention, from adjusting the pricing of 
electricity to fund the development of alternative energy systems, to engaging communities in 
broader discussions on energy resiliency.  Further engagement of citizens and other key 
stakeholders was a reoccurring theme, as it was seen as a way to deepen understanding of 
challenges and to showcase solutions that could have broader application, particularly in the 
area of waste heat as an energy source.  Targeting the conversion of anchor buildings within 
communities to waste heat (e.g., hospitals, schools) was one opportunity identified for 
catalyzing broader adoption of new technologies.  
 
Nurturing a more nuanced understanding amongst economists, engineers, scientists and 
policy-makers through targeted engagement and dialogue was considered necessary to 
ensure approaches to energy resiliency are multi-pronged and supported by a broad range of 
practitioners.  The creation of an “innovation hub” and R & D demonstration projects were 
seen as tangible concepts worthy of further consideration, as was the need for more public 
dialogue.  
 
Land Use and the Built Environment  

There was support for land-use and planning approaches that facilitate energy resilient and 
livable neighbourhood scale development and that also allow for district energy systems in 
high growth areas.  Many noted the need to address building efficiency, including increasing 
the number of net zero buildings and retrofitting existing buildings to higher energy 
standards. Promoting the public health and community benefits associated with higher 
density, compact community living was seen as a priority by some participants.  
 
Some of the initiatives put forth for further consideration included: 

 a review of the 2012 Building Code; 
 developing the region as a green building hub; 
 establishing sample net-zero development by-laws; 
 establishing net-zero zoning in Official Community Plans;  
 expanding the existing suite of retrofit programs; and  
 promoting solar-ready bylaws, supported by financial incentives.   

 
Transportation  
Dialogue discussions also focused on transportation and our significant energy investment in 
infrastructure.  Ideas to reduce our reliance on the automobile and maximize walking, cycling 
and transit options were brought forth, as was the suggestion to focus investment in support 
of infrastructure development that will be energy-resilient in the long-term.  Suggested areas 
for action focused on reducing reliance on the automobile and the integration of land use and 
transportation planning, with some participants advocating for more programs and policies to 
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support increased transit ridership and the broader uptake of low emission vehicles, electric 
bikes, and car sharing.  
 
POST-DIALOGUE FORUM – KEY CONCLUSIONS/NEXT STEPS 
 
A summary of the dialogues was presented to participants at the post-dialogue forum, with 
the goal of prioritizing actions and exploring roles and opportunities for collaboration.  
Participants prioritized three main barriers: the need for energy to be a consistent political 
priority; the need for better cooperation and coordination between different layers of 
government, particularly Metro Vancouver and the Province; and the lack of connectivity 
between communities.   
 
Participants noted there was an opportunity to better integrate land use and transportation 
policy and to more clearly define opportunities at the regional level with Metro Vancouver 
playing a greater role in sharing and promoting best practices, and convening stakeholders 
to deepen understanding around challenges and solutions.   
 
Participants viewed a possible role for Metro Vancouver in the following areas:  

 developing an online “clearing house” of information;  
 better utilizing procurement policies to support “winner” technologies and leverage 

private sector investment;  
 working with municipalities to combine “Integrated Resource Recovery” opportunities 

with district energy;  
 engaging with citizens and stakeholders to develop a better understanding of 

opportunities, included the trade-offs associated with different approaches;   
 bringing people together from discrete cities or sub-regions to visualize and consider 

future development from an energy perspective (across jurisdictional boundaries);  
 fostering an environment where municipalities mentor each other and share best 

practices, challenges and experiences;  
 convening architects, planners and building inspectors to increase a shared 

understanding and commitment to facilitating innovation in building design and 
construction; and  

 developing a map that outlines alternative energy opportunities at the regional level.  
 

3. ALTERNATIVES 
 
The Board may: 

a) forward the January 30, 2012 report titled “Future of the Region Sustainability 
Dialogues and Post-Dialogue Forum: Energy Resiliency – Meeting the Challenge” to 
member municipalities and other related agencies for their information and comment; 
and 

b) refer the January 30, 2012 report titled “Future of the Region Sustainability Dialogues 
and Post-Dialogue Forum: Energy Resiliency – Meeting the Challenge” to the 
Regional Administrative Advisory Committee requesting a report back assessing the 
municipal and collaborative actions outlined in the section titled “Areas for Action and 
Collaboration”.   

OR 
c) Receive this report for information and take no further action.   
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4. CONCLUSION 
 
The dialogues and post-dialogue forum on energy resiliency successfully showcased the 
extent of innovative initiatives that are shaping a more sustainable energy future for the 
Metro Vancouver region.  However, they also identified barriers including the lack of 
appropriate policy support, investment and pricing to support alternative energy systems, 
energy efficiency retrofits and the implementation of broader demand-side management 
strategies.  Participants to the post dialogue forum reinforced the need for better cooperation 
and coordination between different layers of government; specifically the need for energy to 
be defined as political priority.  Areas for collaboration also emerged with participants noting 
an opportunity to better integrate land use and transportation policy and to more clearly 
define opportunities at the regional level.  At the regional level, a need was identified for a 
greater sharing and promoting of best practices and the continued opportunity to convene 
stakeholders to deepen understanding around challenges and solutions.   
 
 
 
ATTACHMENTS 

 
Attachment: Future of the Region Sustainability Dialogues – Summary of Dialogues and 

Post-Dialogue Forum 
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Metro Vancouver  
Future of the Region Sustainability Dialogues  

Energy Resiliency: Meeting the Challenge  
 

October/November 2011 
 
 

SUMMARY OF DIALOGUES and POST-DIALOGUE FORUM 
 

Metro Vancouver hosted four dialogues on the topic of energy resiliency: West Vancouver 
(October 25), Coquitlam (October 27), Surrey (November 1), and Vancouver (November 3). The 
following is a summary of challenges and possible areas for action and collaboration as suggested 
by dialogue panellists and audience members and participants at the post-dialogue forum. This is 
not a comprehensive list but a sample of key points intended to facilitate discussion. 

Panellists:  

 

North Shore (District of North Vancouver 

 Guy Dauncey – President, BC Sustainable Energy Association 
 Paul Austin – Regional Director, Sustainable Development Technology Canada 
 Alex Boston – Senior Planner, Climate and Energy Services, HBLanarc and Golder Associates 
 Ken Tollstam – City Manager, City of North Vancouver 
 Joanne McKenna – Senior Project Manager, Distributed Generation, BC Hydro 

 
Central Northeast (Coquitlam) 

 Paul Austin – Regional Director, Sustainable Development Technology Canada 
 Mike Scott – President and CEO, Nexterra Systems Corporation 
 Robyn Wark – Senior Key Account Manager, Sustainable Communities, BC Hydro 
 Alex Boston – Senior Planner, Climate and Energy Services, HBLanarc and Golder Associates 
 Alen Postolka – Manager, District Energy, City of Richmond 

 
South of the Fraser (Surrey)Bruce Sampson – Principal, Sampson, Robinson and Associates Ltd. 
 Robyn Wark – Senior Key Account Manager, Sustainable Communities, BC Hydro 
 John MacDonald – President and CEO, Day4 Energy Inc. 
 Jeff Arason – Manager of Utilities, Engineering Dept., City of Surrey 
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Vancouver 

 Marc Andrew – Exec Director, The Energy Roundtable 
 John MacDonald – President and CEO, Day4 Energy Inc. 
 Joanne McKenna – Senior Project Manager, Distributed Generation, BC Hydro 
 Jonn Axsen – Assistant Professor, Faculty of Environment, Simon Fraser University 
 Chris Baber – Neighborhood Energy Utility, Project Manager, City of Vancouver 

 
Location Opening/Closing Remarks – Metro Vancouver Director Participants  

North Shore (District 
of North Vancouver) 

Richard Walton, Vice Chair, Metro Vancouver Board of 
Directors; and Mayor of District of North Vancouver 

39 

Central Northeast 
(Coquitlam) 

Joe Trasolini, Metro Vancouver Board of Directors; Chair, 
Environment and Energy Committee; and Mayor, City of 
Port Moody 

27 

South of the Fraser 
(Surrey) 

Marvin Hunt, Director, Metro Vancouver Board of 
Directors, and Councillor, City of Surrey 

47 

Vancouver Greg Moore, Director, Metro Vancouver Board of 
Directors, and 
Mayor, City of Port Coquitlam 

133 

Post-Dialogue Forum  18 
 

Challenges 

 Lack of adequate and appropriate policy, regulation, and programs that support increasing the 
energy efficiency of existing building stock, in particular, buildings with baseboard heating.  

 Lack of political support, policy and investment to spur innovation in the development and 
application of alternative energy systems and renewable projects, many of which are capital-
intensive.  

 Lack of support for demand-side management strategies to curb energy consumption. 

 The pricing of electricity, particularly the low cost for industrial customers, which limits the 
development of energy alternatives.  

 The high initial investment costs and long payback times associated with district energy and 
other alternative energy systems.  

 Limited ability/interest in maximizing the use and capture of waste heat as an energy source.   

 Lack of infrastructure and enabling policy to facilitate biomass or other energy sources as 
viable alternatives. 

 The prevalence of energy intensive land use and transportation models, particularly in 
suburban communities. 

 Density that falls short in meeting energy resiliency and livability requirements, perpetuating 
negative perceptions of high density, compact communities. 

 Lack of understanding about alternative energy sources and the co-benefits of integrated 
energy solutions (e.g., positive climate change impacts; improved population health and 
livability; improved air quality; etc.). 
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Additional comments from the post-dialogue forum:  

Post-dialogue forum discussions focused around three main barriers: the need for energy to be a 
consistent political priority; the need for better cooperation/coordination between different layers of 
government, particularly Metro Vancouver and the province; and the lack of connectivity between 
communities.  Participants noted there was an opportunity to better integrate land use policy and 
transportation and to more clearly define opportunities at the regional level, with Metro Vancouver 
playing a greater role in sharing and promoting best practices.  
 

Areas for Action and Collaboration 
 

1. Foster innovation and diversification in alternative energy systems 

 Facilitate the early adoption of new renewable energy systems by large corporations or public 
sector organizations.  

 Increase capital funding for developing new renewable technologies. 

 Promote biofuel adoption through infrastructure development, as biofuel can be slow to 
implement. 

 Price electricity at the „marginal price of energy‟ for all users (not just industrial customers), 

investing the dividend gained back into R & D. 

 Assess the potential for waste heat reuse from existing facilities, particularly large anchor 
buildings (i.e., corporate/private sector buildings). 

 Engage communities in discussions about energy resiliency: the challenges, examples of local 
solutions, and the use of waste streams as an energy opportunity.  

 Nurture a more nuanced understanding amongst economists, engineers, scientists and policy-
makers so solutions to energy resiliency are multi-pronged and supported by a diversity of 
practitioners.  

 Sample Initiatives: 

 Innovation hub  
 R & D demonstration project 

 IRR or waste-to-heat demonstration project  
 Alternative energy public dialogue forum  

 

Additional comments from the post-dialogue forum:  

In discussing where to focus efforts, participants noted the need for local governments to focus 
on what is within their control.  Suggestions for a Metro Vancouver role included:  

 developing an online “clearing house” of information;  
 better utilizing procurement policies to support “winner” technologies and leverage 

private sector investment;  
 working with municipalities to combine Integrated Resource Recovery opportunities with 

district energy; and  
 increasing awareness among local governments and funding agencies regarding what‟s 

available from a technology perspective, clearly identifying the trade-offs.  
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2. Target energy resiliency in land development and the built environment  

 Increase the number of net zero buildings and communities.  

 Target the retrofitting of older buildings that are energy inefficient.  

 Continue to facilitate energy-resilient, liveable urban design at the neighbourhood/site scale.  

 Identify high growth neighbourhoods in the region, and plan for the installation of district 
energy systems in these communities in advance.  

 Broaden understanding and support for the public health and community benefits associated 
with high density, compact community living.  

 Sample Initiatives:  

 2012 Building Code review 
 Green building hub 
 Prepare sample net zero 

development by-law 
 Net zero zoning in OCPs 

 Expanded suite of retrofit programs  
 Promote solar-ready bylaw and establish financial 

incentives  
 

 

Additional comments from the post-dialogue forum:  

Participants reiterated the importance of moving toward the development of compact, walkable 
communities, called for an energy lens to be applied to land use planning and OCP 
development, and suggested bridging the gap between planning and building inspection. 
Suggestions for a Metro Vancouver role included:  

 Bringing people together within discrete neighbourhood/cities to complete visualization 
exercises to help design future development;  

 Fostering an environment within which municipalities mentor each other and share best 
practices, problems and experiences;  

 Developing a map that outlines alternative energy opportunities at the regional level; 
 Convening architects, planners and building inspectors to increase a shared 

understanding and commitment to facilitating innovation in building design and 
construction.  

 

3. Target energy resiliency in transportation models and practices 

 Increase the use of low-emission vehicles by individuals and by corporations.  

 Consider measures to reduce travel times and commutes by adopting technology and 
adjusting corporate policies to encourage work, live and play „in situ‟.  

 Expand upon initiatives such as Translink‟s Travel Smart program to reduce automobile use 
and stimulate low carbon alternatives.   

 Sample Initiatives: 
 Electric Car Charging Infrastructure Initiative  
 Community Electric Bikes Program 
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Additional comments from the post-dialogue forum:  

Post-dialogue forum participants added to the list of transportation-focused opportunities and 
included actions such as reducing parking requirements, considering natural gas in future 
discussions, and shifting the current planning framework to one that uses scenario planning 
which considers alternative futures based on peak oil and climate change impacts.  Suggestions 
for a Metro Vancouver role were:  
 Engage in discussions on incentives versus mandatory requirements for developers; 

 Promote alternatives to private, single occupancy vehicle use by constructing a campaign 
like the current drinking water campaign; 

 Consider impact on consumers and enhancing/expanding consumer subsidies for future 
development/alternative energy options; and 

 Work with Translink and the community in promoting high density, transit friendly 
development.  
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Appendix 1 – Sample Initiatives to Address Energy Resiliency  
 

1.   Alternative Energy Systems  

 Innovation hub: Pursue the development of an innovation hub or cluster related to 
alternative energy, developing expertise locally and exporting it globally.  

 R & D demonstration project: Use venture capital to establish R & D demonstration 
projects with a large utility or commercial partner and a local government partner to explore 
higher risk, but potentially lucrative, renewable energy projects. 

 Integrated Resource Recovery (IRR) and/or waste-to-heat demonstration project: 
Increase the number of IRR demonstration projects to stimulate demand and establish best 
practices and consider leveraging a large corporate or government partner for the 
conversion of a strategic anchor development to waste-to-heat. 

 Energy alternatives public dialogue forum: Develop a series of forums or dialogues 
showcasing alternative energy best practises, and/or the use of waste streams as an energy 
opportunity. 

 
2.   Land Development and the Built Environment  

 2012 Building Code review: Provide input to the 2012 revisions to the BC Building Code to 
ensure net zero policies/regulations/standards are in place.  

 Green building hub: Establish the Metro Vancouver region as a green building 
powerhouse, building on our existing international reputation for green buildings. 

 Prepare a sample net zero development bylaw:  Work in partnership with a local 
municipality to prepare a ready-for-uptake net zero development by-law. 

 Net zero zoning for neighbourhoods: Work with local governments and the private sector 
to determine the feasibility of establishing net zero zoning in OCPs. 

 Expanded suite of retrofit programs: Consider ways to expand and develop a more 
comprehensive, multi-stakeholder approach to addressing inefficient energy systems in old 
building stock (i.e. baseboard heating). Consideration should include financial instruments to 
support retrofits (e.g., on-bill financing). 

 Promote the solar-ready bylaw and establish financial incentives to drive 

implementation:  Promote the adoption of the solar-ready bylaw by MV municipalities, and 
work together to identify financial incentives to install solar systems in new developments.  

3.   Transportation  

 Electric car charging infrastructure initiative: Work with the development industry and 
local governments to devise a standard approach to ensure electric car charging 
infrastructure is included in all new developments.  

 Community electric bikes program: Implement shared community electric bikes 
programs, alongside electric car sharing programs, at the neighbourhood level.  
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